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ABSTRACT: Internet of Things (IoT) is an empowering influence for the intelligence affixed to numerous focal 

highlights of the modern world, for example, hospitals, grids, and organizations. Security and privacy are a portion 

of the significant issues that forestall the complete reception of the Internet of Things. In this paper, with model 

situations, we are introducing a survey of security assaults from the viewpoint of layers that includes IoT. Moreover, 

an audit of strategies that give solutions to these issues is introduced alongside their limitations. To conquer these 

limitations, we have given future work suggestions a framework. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Internet of Things (IoT) empowers different devices that we use consistently can interface with one another through 

the Internet. This guarantees the devices to be smart and send the data to a brought together framework, which will, 

at that point, screen and take activities as indicated by the task given to it. IoT can be utilized in a broad scope of 

areas, including healthcare, transportation, entertainment, power grids, and smart buildings. IoT is required to go 

about as an impetus for future technological innovations, and its utilization is relied upon to rise exponentially 

throughout the next few years.With a massive measure of devices associated with the Internet and the big data 

related to it, there remain worries about security. By security, we mean the level of protection from or insurance of 

the IoT framework and applications. Many of these devices are apparent objectives for interruption since they 

depend on not many external resources and are often left unattended[1]. When the network layer is undermined, it is 

simple for a programmer to pick up control and maliciously utilize a device to attack different devices close by 

through the first undermined node. Specifically, machines that keep up an online presence are anything but difficult 

to attack. These devices that do not have any infection protection or malware protection are exceptionally vulnerable 

to being utilized as "bots" to advance malicious code to infect other devices[2].The International Data Corporation 

predicts that more than 200 million devices will be associated with the Internet frequently in 2020, with a decent 

measure of these being apparatuses; there will be a massive open door for hackers to utilize these devices for their 

potential benefit through "denial of service" attacks, malicious, email, and other harmful worms or Trojans. An 

ongoing HP study uncovers that 70% of Internet of Things devices are vulnerable to attacks.According to an ongoing 

test led by HP, around 90% of tried devices gathered, in any event, one bit of individual data through the item itself, 

the cloud, or its portable application. This individual data may handily get traded off because of a cyber-attack or 

unauthorized access. This will decrease confidentiality, integrity, and security of the data, and obviously, clients will 

be hesitant to embrace this technology. Consequently, a significant worry in receiving and actualizing this new 

technology is security and privacy. 

II. SECURE PROTOCOLS FOR IOT 

Building interconnected and interoperable smart objects require the selection of standard communication protocols. 

Global associations, for example, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the IPSO Alliance, advance the 

utilization of the Internet Protocol (IP) as the norm for the interoperability of smart objects. Because billions of 

objects expected to be associated and IPv4 addresses have nearly arrived at consumption,IPv6 is recognized as a 

potential solution for smart-object communication.The protocol stack that smart-objects will execute will attempt to 

coordinate traditional Internet has to make it plausible to make the supposed Extended Internet, that is, the Internet's 

total with the IoT [3]. Since smart objects' protocol architecture to the standard IP architecture, many of the security 

components as of now characterized and utilized for the Internet can be re-utilized in IoT scenarios.At the network 

layer, an IoT node can make sure about data exchange in a usual manner by utilizing the Internet Protocol Security 

(IPsec). IPSec, which was first created for IPv6, discovered widespread selection even in IPv4, where it was back-

designed. IPSec was a vital piece of IPv6.  
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IPSec can be utilized to ensure data-stream between terminals (have-to-have communication), pair of security 

passages (network to network communication), or between security entryway and a terminal (network-to-have 

communication). IPSeccan give confidentiality, integrity, data-starting point authentication, and insurance against 

replay attacks for every IP bundle (it works at the network layer). These security services are actualized using two 

IPSec protocols: Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulated Security Payload (ESP). The AH is liable for giving 

integrity, data-birthplace authentication, and hostile to replay abilities, while ESP is answerable for giving 

confidentiality, authentication, and integrity.Between nodes is made sure about transport-level through Transport 

Layer Security (TLS) or Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) [4]. TLS gives secure communications through 

peer entity authentication and key exchange (utilizing unbalanced cryptography), data authentication, integrity, and 

against replay (through message authentication code) and confidentiality (utilizing symmetric encryption). The 

companion element authentication and key exchange are performed by the TLS handshake stage, which is done 

toward the communication. The most significant issue in IPSec and transport layer approaches is that they rely on 

transitional nodes to guarantee total start to finish security. 

 

III. SECURITY ISSUES IN IOT LAYERS 

With the Internet of Things' high reception pace, an ever-increasing number of devices are associated with the 

Internet. Consistently, these smart objects turn out to focus on data security risks; IoT can distribute these risks 

unquestionably more broadly than the Internet needs to date. The four layers in IoT that we examined before assume 

the primary function in IoT, and to make IoT dependable and secure, we have to ensure that these four fundamental 

layers are made sure about[5]. Attacks can be made intensely on the devices, and it is the essential component in 

these layers should manage them. 

1. Security Issues in the Application Layer 

Because of security issues in the application layer, applications can be closed down and bargained without any 

problem. Accordingly, the applications are neglected to do the services they are customized to do or even complete 

verified services in an off base way. In this layer, malicious attacks can cause bugs in the application program code 

that triggers the application to breakdown[6]. This is a very dangerous concern dependent on the quantities of 

devices sorted as application-level substances. Typical threats to the Application Layer are:  

Malicious code attacks 

A model situation in this kind of attack could be a malicious "worm" spreading on the Internet attack embedded 

devices running a specific working framework, for example, Linux. Such a worm could be fit for attacking a 

"range" of little, Internet-empowered devices, for example, home switches, set-top boxes, and security cameras. The 

worm would utilize a known programming weakness to spread. Such code attacks could break into a Car's Wi-Fi, 

assume responsibility for the controlling wheel, and crash the vehicle bringing about wounds to the driver and the 

vehicle [7].  

Tampering with node-based applications 

Hackers misuse application weaknesses on gadget nodes and introduce malicious root units. The security plan of 

devices should be tamper-resistant or possibly tamper-obvious. Securing explicit pieces of a gadget might be 

lacking. A few dangers can control the nearby climate to make the gadget glitch and result in a warming or freezing 

of the environment [8]. A tampered temperature sensor would show a fixed temperature estimation, while a 

tampered camera in the brilliant home would transfer obsolete pictures. 

Inability to receive security patches: 

In zones, for example, nuclear reactors, if the product bug in the continually moving node is not refreshed with 

programming patches, it might bring about cataclysmic outcomes.  

Hacking into the smart meter/grid: 

In this situation, a smart meter, which is answerable for sending the utility administrator's utilization information for 

dynamic charging, must be made sure. If somebody gets to that information transmission, one can realize when the 

home is unfilled dependent on the force used, making it ideal for theft or much more terrible[9].  

2. Security Issues in the Network Layer 

The network layer is exceptionally powerless to attacks given the considerable measure of information that it 

conveys. This causes a lot of "network clog." In this layer, the conspicuous security issues are regarding the honesty 

and confirmation of the information transported in the network[10]. An attack from hackers and malicious nodes that 

bargains devices in the network are a significant issue. Typical threats to the Network layer are:  
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DoS attack: 

The devices or servers are barraged, so they cannot support those clients who need their administrations. DoS attacks 

that shut down the exchange of information between the devices and their source. A flood of data is shipped off the 

gadget that closes down its cycles.  

Gateway Attacks 

These attacks cut off the association between the sensors and the Internet framework. Door attack could incorporate 

DoS attack or directing attacks dispatched in the passage that outcomes in no or incorrect data being communicated 

from the Internet to the sensors/nodes/actuators, accordingly imperiling the working of the subdomains, for example, 

vehicular networks or smart cities.  

Storage Attacks 

Massive data containing the client's fundamental data should be put away on capacity devices or cloud, the two can 

be attacked, and the information might be undermined or changed to off base subtleties. The replication of the 

information combined with the entrance of information to various individuals brings about the expanded surface 

region for the attacks.  

3. Security Issues in the Physical Layer 

There are many security issues at the physical layer of the IoT framework also. There is an incredible requirement 

for new technology to defend power sources and physical security mechanisms.They likewise should be power 

productive and fit for depending on battery power if a city matrix power outage or forces interfere. Batteries need to 

hold a charge for an adequate measure of time and revive rapidly to keep the device running.Common issues in 

Physical Layer are: 

Physical Damage 

A model situation in this kind of attack is physical devices, for example, sensors, nodes, and actuators that are 

physically harmed by the malicious elements. This could cause the sensor, nodes, and actuators to lose its average 

usefulness and become defenseless against different risks.   

Environmental attacks 

A model situation in this sort of attack is sensors besieged with natural dangers like anomalous rain/snow/wind. This 

could cause the sensor to lose its standard usefulness and defenseless for different risks.   

Loss of Power 

Devices that run out of intensity basically cannot work ordinarily, and this brings about a disavowal of 

administration. For instance, a typical system to ration power is for devices to enter different force sparing modes, 

e.g., different rest and hibernation modes. A lack of sleep attack makes enough real demands barely to keep a device 

from entering its energy-sparing mode. 

Hardware Failure. 

The devices go about as a lifesaver to the client, and he/she will be a lot of subject to these devices. Along these 

lines, it is significant that no equipment disappointments happen, which bring about the condition that the device 

quits working or, far and away more terrible, begins sending inaccurate information.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have enunciated that as increasingly more IoT based devices get associated with the Internet, it 

brings about the expansion of the surface region for outer attacks. We ordered those attacks dependent on the layers 

that made up IoT and talked about a few such attacks with models. We have summed up the impediments of the 

current security techniques and proposed proposals to beat these constraints. In a request for the clients to grasp the 

IoT advancements and the applications, these privacy and security issues and restrictions should be tended to and 

actualized quickly, so IoT technology and their applications can be realized. 
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